
To Quin Sheaf Harold Weisberg jFIC Assassination records 3/25/79 
a means of non-compliance 

The unidentified subject of this Brennan to Sulivien memo from FBIHQ 105-82555 is one fillberto Alvarado Ugarte. 
The FBI makes three "charges" against the Director, Central Intelligence. 
The third would seem to eliminate any need for,there to have been any referral regarding Alvarado to the (LL 
As you are awargyance duly 1977 the 3,1A has not acted o this and countless 

other referrals. During that time and for a longer time it has not complied with my and other requests for this informaVuon. 
Without doubt the FBI also is aware. 
ditalamfore afto0, as the long record perms, that 4espite this Brennan to Sullivan about the "vicious and underhanded manners of the CIA, the two agencies have re.eatablished relations and have a mutualmamomamesliame pact centering on 

referrals on which neitherevergets around to acting. 
if it has not come to your attention *re Yard Vas Delmachts informant inside the Come ission a conydeal in which their interests combined it opposition to 

the chairman of the Commission. 
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